Competitive Talent Intelligence:
New Tools for Building a Winning Workforce

About HCMI
Our vision is to make a future in which companies view Human Capital data as essential to data
based decisions as financial data is today.
• Transform workforce data into business
intelligence
• Tools and training to quantify workforce
decisions

• Help HR to partner with finance
• Created Human Capital Financial Statements
• Workforce Analytics and Planning Experts

About the Presenter
With a degree in Data Science, Jordan is a Consultant with
HCMI that specializes in finding savings for companies by
reading the story of the data to uncover key workforce insights
that link to business results. He combines his experience in
data cleansing, analysis and visualization to ensure quality and
actionable insights.

 Workforce analytics and planning software and services firm
 Thought leader in linking human capital to financial results
 Cost and value driver insights to optimize workforce spend

 Business analytics for HR
 1,000s of metrics link workforce investment to business outcomes
 Leverages Azure AI machine learning and natural language processing
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Why is Talent Intelligence Important?
Why does it matter?

“Having good talent intelligence - an accurate understanding of the skills,

expertise, and qualities of people - is essential for the people decisions
that all businesses make” -Shlomo Ben-Hur & Nik Kinley

“…Robert Half research has found that more than three-quarters (79 per cent) of
Australian hiring managers find it more challenging to source qualified
professionals today compared to five years ago.” -David Jones (CEO Magazine)
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Agenda
• Use Competitive Intelligence to Boost Workforce Strategy
• Application: Public Storage’s Recruiting Optimization
• Application: Union Bank’s Location Optimization
 Example
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What is Talent Intelligence?

Using technology to access/aggregate external talent data

1.
2.
3.
4.

Competitive hiring threats/trends
Trends in future talent
Region based talent supply
Demand by industry, region, tenure, experience, etc.
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Poll #1
Where are you in you Talent Intelligence journey?

Building a Workforce Plan
Components of a workforce plan

1. Background and Current State Issues
• Key Human Capital questions to be answered
• Top Human Capital pain issues to be addressed or solved
2. Scenario Name and Future Vision State with Critical Talent Risks
• Top Human Capital pain issues to be addressed or solved
• Define core workforce strategy
3. Demand Forecast Macro (Top down) = Strategic Plan + Focus
Groups/Interviews
• Demand forecast data input = focus group/interview
• Top down headcount, labor cost, productivity, financial goals +
other management metrics (i.e. span of control, tenure)
4. Demand Forecast Micro (Bottom up) = Surveys/Focus
Groups/other
• Bottom up forecast headcount, labor cost + other
management metrics (i.e. span of control, diversity, tenure)
• Identify critical roles, core vs. noncore and feeder job
families/groups + basic career pathing

5. Supply Forecast Internal - Micro, Job Families/Critical Job
Roles
• Internal Hires, Terms, Promotions, Transfers “Expected
Hires” aka Human Capital Flow Statement
• Quantify natural internal workforce change rates + use of
“Build”, “Buy”, “Borrow aka Rent” for talent
6. Supply Forecast External – External Talent Availability by
Geography
• Future supply of critical and core talent roles by key
geography/market. Is there a talent supply constraint?
• Is it possible to get better fit or better performing talent
that costs less?
7. Talent Gap and Scenario Interventions “What-If” Modeling
• Linking Scenarios important organizational or financial
metrics is key to creating “reality based” workforce plans
8. Finalize Workforce Plan and Key Scenario(s) with
Implementation Timing
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What’s Your Hiring Strategies?

Build

Buy
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Hiring Strategy
Building Talent

Building Talent

 Internal promotion
and transfer
 External hiring for
lower tier positions

Results
1. Upward Mobility
 Internal Mobility improves employee
engagement, which in turn, increases
productivity and retention
2. Lowers Costs
 Internal Mobility allows for using talent within
the company which decreases short term
recruiting costs
3. Supports Internal Talent Development via, Bench
Strength, Succession Planning, and Internal Hiring
 Enables control of organizational culture,
converting organic growth into critical roles
making workforce planning possible for critical
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Hiring Strategy
Buying Talent

Buying Talent

 Little internal
promotions
 External hiring for
high tier positions

Results
1. Little Upward Mobility
 Internal Mobility improves employee
engagement, which in turn, increases
productivity and retention
2. Higher Costs
 Short term recruiting costs rise along with
compensation costs due to paying market rate
upon hire
3. Brings experienced individuals with outside view
and expertise
 Enables more breadth of experience and
viewpoints
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Hiring Strategy
Renting Talent

Renting Talent

 Traditionally used for
non-critical roles
 Hiring of contingent
workforce

Results
1. No Mobility
 Contingent workers experience little to no
mobility within the organization
2. Hidden Costs
 Contingent workforce costs are often accounted
for separate from traditional TCOW inputs, and
can artificially deflate overall workforce costs
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What’s Your Hiring Strategies?

Build
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Identify the best cities to hire for a given job in any state.
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Identify the best cities to hire for a given job in any state.
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Identify the best cities to hire for a given job in any state.
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Identify the best cities to hire for a given job in any state.

External Talent Market Factors to Consider
What to consider during external talent market analysis
Factors to Consider
 External Labor Market
• Tax, legal and global organization relocation patterns
• Long term wage and skilled workforce movement
• Current and projected employment rates
• Demographic profiles (age, diversity, etc.)
• Graduation, fertility and mortality rates
 Examine Geographic Data

• National and regional workforce supply
• Concentration of specific skills, resources and workforce trends
 Where to Obtain Economic Trends and Market Data
• UN Department of Economic and Social Affairs
• International Statistical Agencies
• US Census Bureau, US Department of Labor, US Bureau of Statistics
• Industry and professional associations and groups
• Other national and international agencies and organizations
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Poll #2
How prevalent is Talent Intelligence in industry today?

Reduce Turnover Costs
How Public Storage used Talent Intelligence to reduce turnover

 Nationwide Presence
• Differing talent supplies and markets
• Changing labor trends
 Common Problem
• Turnover for storage properties is high
• Contributing factors are unknown
 Solution
• Compare potential hire metrics to see
most predictive of increased EE tenure
• Analyze industry standards and compare
low/high performing regions

Reduce Turnover Costs
How Public Storage used Talent Intelligence to reduce turnover

 Cause of Turnover
• 20+ metrics considered
• Approx. 9 are significant
 Optimal Candidate Profile
• Using too many metrics decreases talent
pool and increases time to fill
• Top 3 metrics for job profile: level of
education, job movement, work
experience

Reduce Turnover Costs
How Public Storage used Talent Intelligence to reduce turnover

 Top 10 Metropolitan Statistical Area’s (MSA’s)
• Low involuntary turnover
• Lower compensation for property level EE
compared to market
 Bottom 10 Metropolitan Statistical Area’s (MSA’s)
• High involuntary turnover
• Significantly lower compensation for
property level EE compared to market
 Finding
• 3% - 4% pay difference between top 10
and bottom 10 MSA’s

Reduce Turnover Costs
How Public Storage used Talent Intelligence to reduce turnover

 Background
• Unemployment and Turnover have inverse
relationship
 Turnover
• 2009 – 2016 -> up 28%
• 2017 – 2018 -> down 10%

 ROI
• Annual cost savings of $290,000 $455,000
• Projected savings of $15 - $20 million in
future years

Location Optimization for Expansion
How Union Bank used Talent Intelligence to optimize their growth

 Current Situation
• Located within California
• Looking to expand to one or two other
regions

 Potential Locations
• 8 cities within 6 states
 Solution

• Determine a “best” workforce market by
analyzing tax, real estate, talent market
and related factors

Location Optimization for Expansion
How Union Bank used Talent Intelligence to optimize their growth

 Approach
• Direct cost/savings

• Talent supply/quality
 Risk
 Focus on minimization
 Talent Supply
• IT, Operations, Fraud, Treasury Services
• Cost and availability

Location Optimization for Expansion
How Union Bank used Talent Intelligence to optimize their growth

 Talent Supply
• Relative Ranking
• Top 3: NC, TX-2, AZ
 Savings
• Top 3: TX-1, AZ, MO
 Result
• Optimal location – AZ
• 10 year savings of $112 million
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About HCMI
Our vision is to make a future in which companies view Human Capital data as essential to data
based decisions as financial data is today.
• Transform workforce data into business
intelligence
• Tools and training to quantify workforce
decisions

• Help HR to partner with finance
• Created Human Capital Financial Statements
• Workforce Analytics and Planning Experts
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Jordan Tway, Consultant
jordan.tway@hcminst.com
info@hcminst.com
323-522-HCMI (4264)
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